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The MAPS heuristic
Examplel:Print-Based
Mode

Essay

Example2:publicService

Explanation

Persuasive

Mode generally refers to

Here, the mode of a text- ln this case, pSA
a
based persuasive essay
generally must fìt in a
typically requires a
thirty- or sixty-second

the genre ofthe text, an
essay, for instance;
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supported with
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examples; page length
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such as a persuasive
essay and an expository
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Announcementvideo

format suitable for
showing on TVorthe
Web; the message must
be clear and concise,

typically with a slogan
used for effect.

typicalmodel.
Media

Media refersto tlie way
in which the text is
presented: for instance,

Essays can begin

with

different media are used

handwritten notes and
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with word processors.

when creating a standard
word-processed texç a

While some use of charts
or images may be
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and narration.
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use of visuals.

Audience

Audience refers to the
characteristics of those

who are most likely to
receive your work and
what they value in good
writing; the difference in
expectations between
writing an email to a
friend as compared with
your supervisor, for
instance.

While persuasive essays
can be written to any
audience, and there are
many examples of

students writing beyond
the classroom walls and
having an impact on
their communities,
essays are typically
turned in to the teacher
for final grading.

By nature of

the media,

PSAs are meant

to be

distributed to wider
audiences as well as for
evaluation in the
classroom. Distribution
might come from a
public performance of
the work at the school
level or through sharing
the video by the media
noted above.
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MAPS for Photo-essay
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MAPS for Podcasting
Asnotedpreviously,podcastscantakeavarietyofmodes,includingapersonal
essay,abookresponse,anewscast'aninterview'avarietyshow'oranyother
person reading her writing or a series of
kind of recording. This occurs with one

Mode
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digital video
Mode sometimes becomes a point of contention when creating digital video.
Porter (2009) worries that many digitalvideo productions are being called
digital stories, yet they may be nonfiction texts and lack a narrative structure
with a compelling theme. Thus, I encourage you to be intentional in discussing
the mode of digital video production with your students. Compare, for ¡nstance,

Ir

the characteristics of fiction or memoir when composing digital stor¡es with the
more persuasive characteristics of creating a public service announcement or
informational characteristics of creating a documentary.
Creating digital stories is both a bit more complex than composing a podcast and
more platform dependenü that is, one must knowthevideo editing software and
be able to work within it with media as well as export f¡les to an easily readable
format. On Macs, the prepackaged program is iMovie, and on PCs it is Windows
Movie Maker. Also, PC users can download the free Photo Story 3 program.

Media

Files exponed from these programs are generally readable with any media
player, although a viewer may need to install extra features (for instance,
QuickTime on the Mac requires an ertension to play native Windows movies,
WMV files). One way to avoid this problem, as well as the additional problem of
transferring media with something such as a flash drive, ¡s to use a web-based
video editing service such as MovieMasher (unuw.moviemasher.com/)

Audience

Like photo-essays and podcasts, digital videos of all modes will aim to capture
the audience's attention and have a consistent theme throughout so that the
audience remains engaged. Care should be taken to use narration, audio,
images, and v¡deo to create a story that, as Porter (2009) argues, is illuminating
for the audience, not simply a collection of video effects.

Purpose

with other new media, the purposes for dígital video production can vary
widely. Broadly, it is important to consider whether the purpose will be to create
a narrative or poetic video as compared with an informational or persuasive one.
Thus, defining a clear purpose forthe project before production even begins is
crucial, as Sharon Murchie did in her Senior Seminar Final Project, shown ín
As

Figure 4.6.
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Context

MAPS

Writers will have to be at least basically familiar with the process of creating a
movie-importing media, organizing a time line, layering in transitions and other
effects, adding voice-overs, and exporting the final file. Beyond these basics,
writers will also have to be especially mindful of copyright when creating digital
stories, as well as documenting their sources for images, videos, music, and files.
Also, if digital writers are taking personal photographs or videos and using sound
them in their storiet they will need to be sure to get permission fiom theír subjects.

for digital video (continued)
Creating digital video is a recursive process, one that requires digital writers
to move from the video editing program to searching for images and sounds
online and then back to their original narrative or script and revising it as the
time line gets adjusted. Moreover, these compositions can take a great deal of
time, thus requiring use of a computer lab or laptop cart for a number of days,
ideally all in a row. Students' hard drive and/or network storage at school w¡ll
need to accommodate a large number of audiq image, and video files. Finally,
the piece needs to be saved and stored in an accessible format, ideally through
TeacherTube
a video sharing service such as YouTube (wwv.youtube.com),
(www.teachertube.com), or Viddler (wr¡vw.viddler.com), depending on the
school's filtering PolicY.
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